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 This half
term our

theme will be
Growth

 

UNDER THE CANOPY
Welcome to Newsletter No:4

As we begin to turn the corner and move from Winter to Spring, we

will be ready to celebrate the arrival of this season with a new 

 theme "Growth". This is another of our core values at Canopy Forest

School, one which will allow us to look not only at the physical

changes in the natural world but also the developments that we

have each made since September. This will be achieved through

reflections and evaluations and we will also consider how we would

like to move forward in the next step of our learning journey.

Unfortunately Spring 1 saw lots of us having time away due to Covid

19 however, despite all of the disruptions the children were still able

to direct and influence the learning. During this half term we have

explored adventures, had fun with compasses, made dens, learnt

how to stalk like different animals, used our imaginations that have

taken us on quests to far off places, dug for treasure and looked for

animal tracks and trails. Each week I have been so impressed with

the growth and development of children's skills and I have really

noticed how self-motivated, self-reliant and engaged they have

become.

     Growth:
"noun: the process of

increasing in size.
Something that has
grown or is growing.
(Oxford Dictionary)
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"Spring is nature's way
of saying lets play"

Robin Williams
 

The group should be very proud of all their

accomplishments and as the spring arrives there

will be other signs of growth all around us.  We

will tap into this energy and use it to help us to

think about how we can continue to look after

and nurture our forest school environment.   

 

Fingers crossed there will be lots more sunshine

in Spring 2 and if this doesn't turn out to be the

case there will be more colour and lighter

evenings. As the weather will probably still be

very changeable, warm and waterproof clothes 

 will still be needed, 

Activities such as building bird boxes, planting

summer bulbs, starting nature journals, using

natural dyes to decorate clothing and fabric,

pressing flowers, making natural string may

capture our imagination but it will of course be

up to the children which direction our learning

takes. 

A Few Spring Facts

Spring officially begins on March 21st or 22nd.

The first day of Spring is called the Vernal

Equinox. Vernal is Latin for Spring. Equinox is

Latin for Equal Days. On the first day of Spring,

the sunrise and sunset are about 12 hours apart,

everywhere on the Earth and the hours of

daylight and night are almost equal. The Vernal

Equinox occurs when the tilt of the Earth’s axis

is not facing towards or away from the sun.

 

On the Vernal Equinox, the sun is directly above

the equator. This also happens on the Autumnal

Equinox in Fall around September 22nd.

Again, we have included in this newsletter an

activity that you might like to do with your child

at home which draws upon and celebrates the 

 spring. Planting and growing a vegetable

garden at home is such a wonderful thing to do

at this time of the year.  Get them digging,

planting and watering and this summer they will

get to harvest and then eat their own home

grown goodies. 

Thank you for your continued support and I hope

you have a super half term holiday and we look

forward to a healthy Spring 2 half term. 




